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Let 0 < a < b < 00, and for each edge e of 7l..d let We = a or We = b, each 
with probability 1/2, independently. This induces a random metric distw on 
the vertices of 7l..d , called first passage percolation. We prove that for d > 1, 
the distance distw(O, v) from the origin to a vertex v, Ivl > 2, has variance 
bounded by Civil log lvi, where C = C(a, b, d) is a constant which may only 
depend on a, b and d. Some related variants are also discussed. 
1. Introduction. Consider the following model of first passage percolation. 
Fix some d = 2,3, ... and let E = E(Zd) denote the set of edges in Zd. Also 
fix numbers ° < a < b < 00. Let Q := {a, b}E carry the product measure, where 
P[we = a] = P[we = b] = 1/2 for each e E E. Given W = (We:e E E) E Q and 
vertices v, u E Zd, let dist W (v, u) denote the least distance from v to u in the 
metric induced by w; that is, the infimum of LeEcx We, where ex ranges over all 
finite paths in Zd from u to v. Let I v I := II v 111 for vertices v E Zd. 
THEOREM 1. There is a constant C = C(d, a, b) such that for every v E Zd, 
Ivl ~2, 
. Ivl 
var( dlStw(O, v») ::: C--. 
log Ivl 
Kesten [12] used martingale inequalities to prove var(distw(O, v» ::: Clvl 
and proved some tail estimates. Talagrand [17] used his "convexified" discrete 
isoperimetric inequality to prove that for all t > 0, 
(1) 
where M is the median value of distw(O, v). (Both Kesten's and Talagrand's results 
apply to more general distributions of the edge lengths we.) "Novice readers might 
expect to hear next of a central limit theorem being proved," writes Durrett [7], 
describing Kesten's results, "however physicists tell us ... that in two dimensions 
the standard deviation... is of order I v 11/3." Recent remarkable work [l, 6, 9] 
not only supports this prediction, but suggests what the limiting distribution and 
large deviation behavior is. The case of a certain variant of oriented first passage 
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percolation is settled by Johansson [9]. For lower bounds on the variance in two-
dimensional first passage percolation, see [14, IS]. 
As in Kesten's and Talagrand's earlier results, the most essential feature about 
first passage percolation which we use is that the number of edges e E E such that 
modifying We increases distw(O, v) is bounded by Clvl. 
Another essential ingredient in the current article is the following extension by 
Talagrand [16] of an inequality by Kahn, Kalai and Linial [lO]. Let J be a finite 
index set. For j E J and w E {a, b}J, let O'jW be the element of {a, b}J which is 
different from W only in the jth coordinate. For f: {a, b}J --+ lR set O'j f := f oO'j 
and 
.f( ).- few) - O'jf(w) 
Pj w.- 2 . 
Talagrand's ([16], Theorem l.S) inequality is 
(2) var(f) < C L IIPj fll~ , 
- jEJ 1 +log(llpjfll2/llpjflll) 
where C is a universal constant. [In Section 4 we supply a direct proof of (2) 
from the Bonami-Beckner inequality. A very reasonable upper bound for C can 
be obtained from this proof. We also explain there how (2) easily implies (1).] 
The basic idea in the proof of Theorem I is to apply this inequality to f (w) := 
distw(O, v). For this, we wanted to show that, roughly, P[Pef(w) i- 0] is small, 
except for a small number of edges e. However, since we were not able to prove 
this, we had to resort to an averaging trick. 
Theorem 1 should hold for other models of first passage percolation, where 
the edge lengths have more general distributions. The relevant result of [lO], as 
well as (2) that we use rely on the Bonami-Beckner [2, 4] inequality, which holds 
for {a, b}n , but fails on some more general product spaces. Bourgain, Kahn, Kalai, 
Katznelson and Linial [S] extended some of these results to general product spaces; 
see also [8]. Talagrand's ([16], Theorem l.S) result applies to product measures 
on {a, b}n, which are not necessarily uniform. Beckner [2] used his inequality 
to derive a similar result for the Gaussian measure on lRn , and an analog for 
Talagrand's inequality (2) for the Gaussian measure (pointed out to us by Assaf 
Naor) can be found in [3]. In the present article, we prefer simplicity to generality, 
but it will be interesting to extend the theorem to more general distributions. We 
refer the reader also to the book by Ledoux [13] for a general view of relevant 
techniques and knowledge. 
It seems even more important to put effort into the fundamental task of lowering 
the upper bound from Clvi/log Ivl to Clvll-t:, s > 0. 
To first illustrate the basic technique in a simpler setting, we also prove the 
following theorem about the variance of the first passage percolation diameter in 
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graphs with symmetries. If G = (V(G), E(G)) is a finite connected graph and 
w: E(G) --+ {a, b}, define 
diamw(G):= max distw(v, u). 
V,UEV(G) 
(Although we have defined dist w only for 7l,d, the definition obviously extends to 
arbitrary graphs.) Also, let diam(G) denote the diameter of G in the graph metric; 
that is, diam(G) = diaml (G). 
THEOREM 2. Let G = (V(G), E(G)) be a finite connected graph and let 
r be the group of aut om or ph isms ofG. Set Y:= min{lfel: e E E(G)}; that is, the 
cardinality of the smallest orbit of edges under r. Let w E {a, b}E(G) be random 
uniform. Then 
d. (b-a)2(bla)diamG var( tamw G) < C , 
- 1 + logmax{l, (alb)Y I diamG} 
where C is a universal constant. 
Also consider first passage percolation on an m x n discrete torus (7l,1 m7l,) x 
(7l,ln7l,). Among all simple closed paths whose projection onto the first coordinate 
has degree 1 (i.e., every edge in 7l,lm7l, is traversed by the projected walk one time 
more in one direction than in the other), there is at least one which has minimal 
w-Iength. Call this length the circumference of w. One can apply the proof of 
Theorem 2 to show that the variance of the circumference is o(n) when m, n --+ 00. 
2. Proof of Theorem 2. Let few) := diamw(G). Let Ul, U2 E V(G) be a 
pair of vertices where distw(Ul, U2) = diamw(G) and let f3 be a path from Ul 
to U2 such that LeE{3 We = diamw(G). We use some arbitrary but fixed method 
for choosing between all possible choices for the triple (u 1, U2, f3). Clearly, 
diamw(G) ~ b· diam(G). Therefore, 
(3) 1f31 ~ (bla) diam(G), 
where 1f31 denotes the number of edges in f3. 
Let e E E(G). Note that if Pef(w) < 0, then we must have e E f3. By (3), this 
gIVes 
(4) L P[Pef(w) < 0] ~ E[If3I] ~ (bla) diam(G). 
eEE(G) 
Fix e E E(G). By symmetry, P[Pef < 0] = P[Pe' f < 0] for every e' Ere. 
Consequently, 
(5) lfelP[Pef < 0] ~ L P[Pe' f < 0] ~ (bla) diam(G). 
e'EE(G) 
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Now clearly, P[Pef =1= 0] = 2P[Pef < 0] and [[Pef[[oo ::::: (b - a)j2. Therefore, 
(6) [[Pef[[~ ::::: (lj2)(b - a)2P[Pef < 0]. 
By Cauchy-Schwarz, 
(7) 
By (2), we have 
var(f) < C LeEE(G) [[Pef[[~ 
- 1 + mineEE(G) 10g(IIPef[l2jIlPef[[ r) 
To estimate the numerator, we use (6) and (4), and for the denominator, (5) and (7). 
The theorem easily follows. D 
3. Proof of Theorem 1. If v, u E Zd, and ex is a path from v to u, then ex is 
called an w-geodesic if it minimizes w-Iength; that is, dist w = LeElX We. Given w, 
let y be an w-geodesic from 0 to v. Although there may be more than one such 
geodesic, we require that y depends only on w. (E.g., we may use an arbitrary 
deterministic choice among any possible collection of w-geodesics.) 
The general strategy for the proof of Theorem 1 is as for Theorem 2. However, 
the difficulty is that there is not enough symmetry to get a good bound on 
P[Pe distw(O, v) < 0]. It would have been enough to show that P[e E y] < 
C[v[-l/C holds with the exception of at most C[v[jlog [vi edges, for some 
constant C > 0, but we could not prove this. Therefore, we need an averaging 
argument, for which the following lemma is useful. 
LEMMA 3. There is a constant c > 0 such that for every mEN there is a 
function 
m2 g=gm:{a,b} ---+{0,1,2, ... ,m} 
satisfying 
for every j = 1,2, ... , m2 and 
maxP[g(x) = y] ::::: cjm, 
y 
where x is random-uniform in {a, b}m2. 
PROOF. Assume a = 0 and b = 1 for simplicity of notation. Let k: N ---+ 
{O, 1,2, ... , m} be the function satisfying k(O) = 0, k(j + 1) = k(j) + 1 when 
j E U~o[2sm, 2sm + m - 1] and k(j + 1) = k(j) - 1 for all other j EN. It is left 
to the reader to check that g(x) = k([[X[[l) has the required properties. D 
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Fix some v E 7l.,d with Ivl large and set f = few) := distw(O, v). Clearly, 
f (w) ~ b I v I and, therefore, I y I ~ (b / a) I v I, where I y I denotes the number of edges 
in y. In particular, f depends on only finitely many of the coordinates in w. Also, 
Iyl ~ (b/a)lvl implies 
(8) LP[e E y] =E[lyl] ~ (b/a)lvl· 
eEE 
Fix m := Llv1 1/ 4J and let S:= {I, ... , d} x {I, ... , m2 }. Let c > 0 and g = gm 
be as in Lemma 3. Given x = (Xi,j : {i, j} E S) E {O, l}s, let 
d 
z = z(x):= Lg(Xi,l, ... , xi,m2)ei, 
i=l 
where {el, ... , ed} is the standard basis for lR.d. Define 
j(x, w) := distw(z, v + z). 
We think of j as a function on the space Q := {a, b}SUE. Since Izl ~ md, it 
follows that Ij - fl ~ 2mdb. In particular, 
(9) 
It therefore suffices to find a good estimate for var(j). 
Let e E E be some edge. We want to estimate its influence: 
- - - --leU) := P[aef(x, w) =1= f(x, w)] = 2P[ae f(x, w) > f(x, w)]. 
Note that if the pair (x, w) E Q satisfies ae j (x, w) > j (x, w), then e must be on 
every w-geodesic from z to v + z. Consequently, conditioning on z and translating 
wand e by -z gives 
(10) le(j) = 2P[ae j(x, w) > j(x, w)] ~ 2P[e - z E y]. 
Let Q be the set of edges e' E E(7l.,d) such that P[e - z = e'] > O. The Ll diameter 
of Q is 0 (m). [We allow the constants in the 0 (.) notation to depend on d, a and b, 
but not on v.] Hence, the diameter of Q in the dist w metric is also Oem) and, 
therefore, Iy n QI ~ Oem). However, the lemma gives 
maxP[z = zo] ~ (c/m)d. 
Zo 
By conditioning on y and summing over the edges in y n Q, we therefore get 
P[e E y + zly] ~ 0(1)m 1- d . 
Consequently, (10) and the choice of m give 
(11) 
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Also, (8) implies 
L P[e - Z E y[Z]::: (bja)[v[. 
eEE 
Combining this with (10) therefore gives 
L le(l)::: 2(bja)[v[. 
eEE 
Applying (11) yields 
(12) L le(l) _ < O(I)_[_v[_. 
eEE 1 + [logle(f)[ - log[v[ 
On the other hand, ls(l) ::: b - a for S E S. As [S[ = 0(1)[v[1/2 and [[pqf[[oo = 
0(1) for q E SUE, we get from (12) and (2), 
var(l)::: 0(1) L lq(f) _ ::: O(1)-[_v[-. 
qEEUS 1 + [loglq(f)[ log[v[ 
Therefore, Theorem 1 now follows from (9). 
As alluded to in the Introduction, the proof would have been simpler if we 
could show that there is a C > 0 such that P[Pef(w) i= 0] < [v[-c holds with 
the possible exception of [v [j log [v [ edges. It would be interesting to prove the 
closely related statement that the probability that y passes within distance 1 from 
vj2 tends to zero as [vi --+ 00. 
4. A proof of Talagrand's inequality (2). To prove (2), it clearly suffices to 
take a = 0 and b = 1. For f: {O, l}l --+ JR, consider the Fourier-Walsh expansion 
of f, 
f= L j(S)us, 
Scl 
where us(w) = (_l)sow and S . w is shorthand for LSES WS. For each p E JR define 
the operator 
Tp(f) := L plSI j(S)us, 
Scl 
which is of central importance in harmonic analysis. The Bonarni-Beckner [2, 4] 
inequality asserts that 
(13) 
Set h := Pj f· Because PjUS = Us if j E Sand PjUS = 0 if j tJ. S, we have 
]j(S) = I j(S), 
0, 
j E S, 
j tJ. S. 
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Since II f II~ = LSCJ j (S)2, it follows that 
var(f) = L j(S)2 = L L jj(S)2 IISI = 2 L 10 1 IITp/j II~ dp. 
0#SCJ SCJjEJ jEJ 0 
Therefore, (13) gives 
var(f) ~ 2 L 10 1 II/j Ili+p2 dp. 
jEJ 0 
(14) 
An instance of the HOlder inequality 
implies 
~ 2111-112 (1II-III/III-I12)2(1-P )/(1+p ) dp. i l 2 2 ] 2 1/2 ] ] 
Let s(p) := 2(1 - p2)/(1 + p2). Since S'(p) ~ s'(I) = -2 when p E [1/2, 1], the 
above gives 
Now (14) implies 
(15) var(f) < 2 L II/j II~ 1 - (lIfj Ill/llfj 112)6/5, 
- jEJ log(II/j112/11/jlll) 
from which (2) follows. D 
REMARK. It is worth noting that the tail estimate (1) can be derived from 
the variance inequality (2). Indeed, let f = distw(O, v) and u E (0,3/4). Set 
s = s(u) := inf{t ~ O:P[f(w) > t] < u}, and define g(w) := max{f(w),s}. It 
follows from (2) that 
var(g) ~ Culvl/( 1 + mjnlog(llpegI12/1IPeglll)) 
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and, hence, var(g) :::s CuJvJ/log(1lu). Therefore, there is a constant C' such that 
P[j(x) > s(u) + c' JJvJ/log(llu)] < u12. 
That is, s(uI2):::s s(u) + c' JJvJ/log(1lu). Induction gives for n = 1,2, ... , 
s(2-n ) :::s s(1/2) + O(1)JnTVT, 
which is the "upper tail" bound from (1). The lower tail is treated similarly. (This 
proof is fairly generaL Using the more specific arguments from Section 3, a slight 
improvement for the tail estimates in certain ranges may be obtained.) 
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